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When CKI is putting together an estimate for you, we will get several bids from each category of
Sub-contractors. Our job is to get you the fairest price by each Sub-contractor and Supplier that we trust
and rely on. This process has worked for us for over 30 years to be pretty accurate.

Why do some jobs go over budget??
There are a couple ways a budget can be blown! First, changes are made to the original scope of work. These
changes can be planned or unexpected! Many times when remodeling, unexpected complications come into play.
Things that are beyond yours or our control. Especially in older houses. Not only are some things old and
outdated, but also houses were built much differently years ago. Over time, the building codes have changed,
so once you open something up and see its not to code, legally it has to be fixed to today’s standards and
building codes. Other times, we can be in the middle of a project, and our customer runs across an idea that
they really love and want to incorporate it into their plans. Either way, things can change and many times do.
The other way you can blow your budget is by going over on your allowances. Everyone has a picture in their
mind of the final outcome and what they want it to look like. There is such a range of cost to achieve that look
and the average customer doesn’t know what it costs to accomplish it. Take your time and shop around.
Compare prices and buy when things are on sale.
As far as getting multiple estimates...Great idea!! Just be sure to compare them fairly! Make sure you are
getting the same services or at least the same quality of services. Compare allowances, products/materials
and warranties. AND don’t forget to also compare reputation, years in business, and what extras each
contractor includes, such as Planning/Design work, Interior Designer assistance with picking out your cosmetic
selections, and customer service and follow-up.
Do your homework to hire the best Contractor that fits your wants and needs!!

You called to have a contractor come out to your house to discuss a remodel project that you are
contemplating having done. They takes notes and/or pictures and say they will get back to you at a later
date with an estimate. How do they come up with the price that he/she gives you?
First of all, your estimate is determined by several factors such as size of the job, material cost,
labor cost, types of extra’s you choose, etc. We can’t speak for all
contractors, but we can share with you what goes into your estimate by
our company. More times than not, Steve Huben, is the CKI
representative that will come out and evaluate your project. Since
Steve is only one person, we are in the process of training other
personnel to perform this same procedure. Either way, our CKI
representatives will perform an assessment of your project which will
vary for each customer. Notes and/or pictures will be taken,
along with asking several questions and discussing ideas and options.
What else goes into your estimate?
1. The cost of building materials. These prices are always fluctuating.
On smaller projects, our in-house estimators can figure out cost themselves by being familiar with the most
current prices of materials. On larger jobs, we will have our material suppliers figure out the
amount of lumber and materials needed and cost to provide it.
2. There are product selections such as plumbing/lighting fixtures, flooring, and other amenities that you
will get an allowance on. This allowance is based off your design taste. Do you have simple/plain design look
you want to achieve or do you prefer an expensive or “Higher End” look? The range of price you can spend
on different selections and decorative finishes varies greatly. As does, where you purchase these
selections can make a big difference. So while getting to know you and your design taste, we come up with
an Allowance for these items. We try to base them on Standard/Builder Grade, Mid-Grade or High End.
3. Next, is the mechanical work. Our electrician, plumber, HVAC, etc. all independently charge their own
install price. We do not mark-up their final cost! Their labor charges are above and beyond the cost of the
selections you make.
4. Another factor in your estimate cost is the complexity of the job itself. Using a kitchen remodel for
example, are you replacing cabinets, countertops, sink/faucet, flooring? Or are you completely re-designing
the lay out of the kitchen? Are you moving plumbing or electrical, removing walls, moving windows, etc?
This type of reconstruction will add a significant amount of $$ to the cost of your project. Your estimate
is just that, an estimate. It is figured as closely as possible without knowing the selections you will pick out,
not knowing what will be uncovered in the remodeling process.
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Part Six: Safety Starts At Home ~ Universal Design and/or Aging In Place!

Ingredients:

Cost vs. Value Report



Olive oil

Burrito Zucchini Boats

The Cost vs. Value Report is something that comes out once a year to let the building industry know how
beneficial it is to remodel specific areas of a house. Area’s such as adding a wood deck, replacing windows
or even putting on an addition. This Report divides the United States into 9 different zones. Our area is
considered the East North Central Zone. The numbers below are the average for this zone only.



1/2 c chopped Onion

Directions:



2 cloves of chopped Garlic

In 2017, to update an existing 5x7 bathroom to be wheel-chair accessible, cost on average, was just under
$16,000. The remodeling included:





Widening the doorway and replacing the door with a push-button lock



Installing electrical switches & outlets to be at a height easily accessible to reach at a sitting level



Reconfiguring storage



Adding reinforcement to walls to support grab bars



Replacing 3x5 tub unit with a walk-in, no step shower with fold-down seat & hand held showerhead



Replacing toilet with comfort height toilet with grab bars around it



Replace vanity with one that allows for a wheelchair to roll under it along with new sink and lever
handled faucet



New, brighter light fixtures

The amount of dollar recouped at the time
of sale was approximately 68.4%. Now, in
2018, the cost to complete this same
remodel, cost on average, just over $16,000,
but the amount of dollar recouped at the
time of sale jumped up to nearly 71%. This
is fantastic news!!! Not only do you reap the
benefits of living in a space that is much more safe and functional, but the cost to do so retains its value
even more. So many people are looking to buy/build a house that is “Universally Designed” or one they can
“Age In Place”. Age In Place means simply that a person enjoys safe, comfortable, and accessible living
quarters where they are at any moment in time - in their parent's home as a child, at college, in their first
apartment, in a starter home, going to a move-up home, having a vacation home, or finding their permanent,
forever home. We all want to be safe in our home and we all want to “Age in Place”. We don’t want to or
need to go to a nursing facility to live or to recuperate just because we have a surgery, got in an accident,
or have a progressive disease. Why not be pro-active and plan ahead? We have the capabilities to help you
take a look at your current living situation along with your current and future health conditions and make
suggestions to help you perform your daily activities easier and safer in your home. At the same time,
updating and adding value to your home in a positive way. You may not be worried about resale at this time,
but I can guarantee you, updating your home with Universal Design will bring extra value. People are looking
to purchase this design more and more as it is gaining popularity everyday.
If you want to know more about the latest Cost vs. Value Report to see where your project ideas stand with
resale, go to http://www.remodeling.hw.net/cost-vs-value/2017/east-north-central/.









In frying pan, sauté chopped Onion and
Garlic in Olive oil. Add Hamburger and
1 pound Hamburger
cook until done. Drain. Add 1/2 tsp Cumin, Salt and Pepper, 1/2 tsp
1 - 2 cups frozen Corn
Chili Powder, 1/4 tsp Paprika. Mix. Add frozen Corn, Black Beans, and
halved Cherry Tomatoes. Stir and simmer for 5 minutes. Set aside.
1 can Black Beans
Slice Zucchini’s in half the long way and score and hollow them out.
1 c Cherry Tomatoes (halved)
Place in a ceramic dish. Fill each half with the hamburger mixture. Top
with shredded Cheddar and Monterey Jack cheeses. Bake uncovered at
4 Zucchini’s
350 degrees for 25 minutes. Top with chopped Cilantro. Enjoy this
Shredded Cheddar and Monterey Jack cheeses
delicious, low fat dish!!!! *********I just made these and the family
Ground Cumin, Salt and Pepper, Cilantro, Paprika, said to make them again!! They were really good!!**********
Chili Powder

***** Believe And You Will Achieve! *****
How Can A Ziploc Bag and a Bowl of Water Save You Money???
I had purchased a Food Saver, food vacuum sealer a few years ago. I’m not sure what I paid for it then, but
they have come down in price over the years. They range in cost from about $40 $150. It comes with some sealable bags, but once you run out you have to purchase
more at the cost $10-$20 per package. That can add up depending upon how much you
use the Food Saver. I wasn’t crazy about my sealer and found it a hassle to use, so I
stopped using it and sold it in a rummage sale a couple years ago. In the meantime, I
wished I had something for when I bought large amounts of
meat at the grocery store to individually package them up
and freeze without getting freezer burned so fast as air
is
a
contributing
factor
to
this
problem.
Recently, I saw a video on Facebook that showed me how to
do exactly what I was doing with the Food Saver, but with no
fancy machinery and at no cost!!! (I already had Ziploc bags)
I have used this method and it is quick, easy and not messy!!
This is what I do: I fill a large bowl with “cool” temperature water. I put serving
sizes of meat in sandwich size Ziploc bags. One bag at a time, I push it down into
the water up to the zipper. The pressure of the water automatically takes all the air out of the bag (be careful not to get any water in the bag) and then quickly zip
up the bag. ALL the air is out! This way of vacuuming did I am always looking for time/money saving tips, recipes, DIY
a better job than the Food Saver did (for me at least)
info to put in my Newsletter. If you have anything to
and for NO $$$$! I then label and date each bag with a contribute and would be interested in sharing, please email
sharpie and place all the small bags into a large Ziploc bag
me at:
frontoffice.cki@gmail.com
to
keep
them
together
in
the
freezer.
That’s it!! How quick and easy is that?

